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AGRICULTURE

CHAPTER 1: THE LAND

Section 1- Building a territory

1.1- Agriculture: generalities

The Yemeni farmer spares no effort to gain maximum profit from

the scanty rainfall for the cultivation of his crops on the most

difficult terrain ... Ploughing, levelling, manuring, breaking clods

of soil with a wooden hammer, removing crop residues, sowing,

conducting additional irrigation water to the fields, harvesting,

repairing the retaining  walls of the  terraces, transporting

mould from the fields of the lowest terraces to those laying in

the upper part, etc, are some of the operations which are carried

out by the farmers by hand, using only simple tools and

domestic  animals.     

H. Steffen,  1978    

Expressions like "labour-intensive", "subsistence farming", "effort &

ingenuity", have been variously applied when describing agriculture in

Yemen. They are adequate: with simple concepts and elementary tools,

Yemen developed "an extremely effective farming technology  closely

adapted to the ecological conditions of the area ".1 In the process of

building an agricultural landscape, Yemenis set the frame of a system that

is reflected in the form and construction of their more elaborate buildings

and settlements.

Yet only a small proportion of Yemen is suitable for agriculture. Official

figures and estimates on land use made since 1970 2 show some

variations, but even approximate values are significant  enough: 17% of

the country is arable land (7% cultivated), 8%  bush  and forest land  and

75%  grazing  land, rocky and mostly arid.

1Kopp:88, p. 368.

2The first Statistical Year Book (1970/71) indicates that 26.3% of the country is arable land, of
which 10.5% are cultivated and the remainder uncultivated or fallow lands. From  1972  on, arable
land  is calculated as 17.5% of the country's area, 7.5% being cultivated; the figures of 1976 confirm
these but in 1986 they are 16.8% and 6.8% respectively, indicating a 10% decrease of cultivated area
in the last 10 years. Steffen, quoting Kopp, in 1979, estimates the cultivated area to be between 12%
and 15 % of the country's area, but it seems that the total area of country used as a term of reference
(between 132,000 km2 and 138,000 km2) is not the same adopted by the government (200,000 km2).
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Until the Republican Revolution, farming made up  most of the GDP

with "more than 90% of the work force (in agriculture) and industry confined

to  handicrafts".3 Twenty years later,  its share in the GDP.was only

slightly above 20% due to the rapid development of other economic

sectors. Yet, of the 7.8 million resident  in North Yemen at the end of the

'eighties, 68% were still active in agriculture and related fields.  In the

early 'seventies this figure  was over  70%  of a population of 6.5 million

residents.4

Subsistence crops - the major component of traditional agriculture -

consisted of cereals such as sorghum and millet, some barley, corn and

wheat. The main cash crops were coffee and, until recently, cotton.

In the period of  20 years  covered by this study, wheat has replaced

sorghum in the basic diet; and although its local production has

somewhat increased, it cannot compete with imported cereals, which, at

lower prices, take the largest share of the market. 

Cotton has declined sharply as a cash crop and instead, emphasis has

increased on the cultivation of green produce  which contributes

substantially  to an actual increase in agricultural production  amounting

to 4% a  year since the early  'seventies. Other crops   which have also

developed in the last twenty  years  are tobacco, sesame and fruit trees. 

Coffee, which under the Ottomans in the 16th century,   became

Yemen's most famous export,  is now  of little value to  the country's

economy. Once it came to be  accepted that it has no future in the bulk

world markets, its cultivation was re-established  mostly for local

consumption and representational  reasons.

M a i n  c r o p s  i n  Y e m e n  i n  p e r c e n t a g e  o f  t o t a l

a g r i c u l t u r a l  p r o d u c t i o n s ( a f t e r  Y A R S Y B : 8 8 )

3Nyrop:86, p. 128.
4YARSYB:1988.



Of increasing importance since the  'seventies is the production of qat

(catha edulis), a not very demanding crop in terms of soil, water and

attention by  the farmer. Qat, which is said to  have been   introduced

into  Yemen, from Ethiopia, as long ago as the 13th century ,5 is a shrub

whose tenderest leaves, when chewed, induce a state of well being and

alertness, inducing conviviality and thereby sustaining the major pretext

and ingredient of  regular socializing. Originally a habit of wealthy urban

dwellers, its use is now widespread  and  qat has become the major cash

crop in many areas.6 Some countries as for example  Saudi Arabia and

the United States  prohibit it  and would like to see it similarly   proscribed

in Yemen.7 This, allied  to the fact that  qat needs to be chewed soon after

being  picked,  has  so far  limited   its trade to domestic boundaries; and

may explain the government's reserve  on the issue of official figures about

its importance. Yet the large increase in the production of qat is directly

related to the opening  during the last decade of an extensive rural road

network offering a  previously non existant distribution system.  

Animal husbandry is maintained   at a  modest level. Except for a few

large herds of sheep and camels, seen mostly  in both the Eastern and the

Western Lowlands, the number of animals in each farming unit is only

that necessary to  assist as draught and load  beasts and  provide the

household needs of milk, cheese, butter and, occasionally, meat. Sheep,

goats and camels graze freely but cattle are normally handfed. The

number of animals has moderately increased during  the last 20 years,

particularly for sheep and chicken.8 Since poultry farms  were introduced,

in 1978,  their output has multiplied forty times. Their corrugated metal

shacks  have become a feature of  the built environment  in many  rural

areas. 
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5Dostal:86, p. 358.
6The combined production of coffee and qat, however, did never exceed 10 % of the cultivated land.
See Kopp:88.
7 Research on the use of qat  was sponsored since the early '70s, in some cases with the declared intention  of
having it proscribed for its negative effects. It was, however, at the most, inconclusive about the deleterious effects
that it was supposed to prove. Nevertheless,  direct and indirect pressure has been applied by some of the societies
that were responsible for the introduction in the country of such products as whisky and cigarettes, using often the
argument of the negative impact of qat on traditional agricultural products. Opinions vary about this but so far there
is no indication that qat replaced any of the essential crops, except in places where they would be abandoned
anyway because of their low rentalility, introducing instead a source of cash in decaying areas. The U.S.A. finally,
in 1990, put qat in their list of narcotics and prohibited its use in the premises  of any U.S. agency or institution in
Yemen, and Americans  in the country  were advised not to chew. In January 1992 the National Anti-Qat
Association (NACA) was established in Sana'a (See Yemen Times, Jan 1).
8Thousands of units in 1978 and in 1988 (Source YARSYB:88)
Camels 60 63
Cattle 800 1.000
Sheep & Goats 2.500 4.400
Local Chicken  2.500 4.500
Farm chicken   500 19.000



1.2- Terraces

At the beginning of the 1980s  arable land was equally distributed

between the fairly flat alluvial fields,  both  of the Tihama foothills and  the

Central Highland plains, and the terraces that characterise the rugged

Western and Southwestern flanks of the Highlands. The area of the former

was increasing over  that of the latter because of  being better suited to

mechanised  farming.

Terracing  is  the   elaborate process required  to obtain and retain  arable

land and prevent erosion by establishing  a control system for  run-off

water, in mainly   rain fed  land. Terraced  slopes extending  from the

valley bottoms to  the peaks of  endless slopes fading into  the horizon

constitute  nearly one third of North Yemen's territory. The importance of

terraced fields  throughout Yemen's history   can  be illustrated  by  the

report that  Queen Arwa (early 11th century CE) spent the budget of a

whole year to help farmers restore and expand terraces.9

The size of each individual terrace  varies but  is seldom large enough

to allow proper utilization of standard agricultural machinery. On the

contrary, the terraces are  often so narrow and located in such a way that

the obvious   effort put into building them seems disproportionate to the

fractional  productive  land  thus created.

Terraces are the work of generations of continuous care and

maintenance. Small breaches which might be repaired within the

resources of each farming  unit, if neglected, carry  the seeds of

disintegration  for  the terrace system  and eventually  the  destruction of

larger adjacent areas. Once the retaining walls have collapsed  and the

terraces  have eroded, their reconstruction becomes  prohibitively

expensive.

During the 'eighties the decay of the terrace system  became noticeable

throughout the country.10 Less productive terraces  were abandoned  and

wall maintenance neglected.  There was also  the direct damage from

external agents, such as the action of tractors too heavy for the retaining

walls and the construction of roads,  displacing large volumes of earth and

upsetting  the drainage pattern to the terraces below.11
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9Piepenburg:83.
10 According to Swagman:88  in the Rayma region alone more than 500 terraces were abandoned in
1983. In Hajja, a district where the most striking examples used to be found, more than 20% of the
land was already abandoned  by 1981 (YARMAF:81).
11 Swagman, p. 83, reports "strong protests from farmers arising from the damages done to the
terraced slopes" on the occasion of the construction of a road in the Ryma mountains. See also
Nyrop:86. 



The effects of the country's economic revolution  on agriculture  are

inevitably reflected in the change of attitude involving participation in the

work load required by the traditional methods. For instance, the emphasis

on "labour intensity" appears to be decreasing when describing the

evolution of the agricultural territory .

From the mid 'seventies onwards,  alternative  work  opportunities

increased both in the urban centres and abroad. Yemenis have always

emigrated12 in numbers that depended on the circumstances of the time

and  the population that the land  was capable of feeding. After the 1974

oil boom, Yemeni labour, especially in the construction industry, started

to mount significantly in the  neighbouring  rich countries. By the mid

'eighties, there were almost as many males working  outside as within

Yemen.13 This meant a dramatic reduction of the male  rural work force

in precisely  those areas where  work was hardest. At the same time,

remittances, although sometimes utilised directly in farm improvement

and  well-drilling   were  usually spent on housing, trade, transportation

and services.14.

Other components entered the picture.  For example, the first foreign

and government  aided large scale  agricultural programmes were

concentrated on the largest level  areas, where mechanisation was easier

and results quickly became visible.15 The  expansion  of  a national

mandatory schooling system indirectly contributed to a number of

changes. One was a reduction of support labour  by which children  help

their families according to their capabilities. This also meant  a rupture

between the  routine apprenticeship process  of  farming  practise  and  a

school education  which introduced  the  vision    of  a different - and

tempting  -  lifestyle  in the future.16
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12 See Nyrop:86 and  Swanson:79. Since pre-Islamic times Yemenis migrated to Northeast Africa, a
trend that continued well into this century; in the armies of Islam they reached and settled in the
westernmost ends of the Maghreb and Southern Europe;  since the 19th century, they have gone to
places as distant as the Far East in Asia and the West Coast of the United States.
13 YARSYBs, Nyrop:86. This may have been  a peak; in the years that followed construction in the
rich oil producing countries -  the major employers of Yemeni emigrants -  decreased   at the same
time  that  a  cheaper labour  force  was being offered by far-eastern workers. Then, following the
1990  Gulf War and the  support of Iraq by Yemen, retaliation measures  involved the  massive
expulsion of the Yemenis. 
14 In the mid 'eighties and according to Varisco,p. 80, the two most significant influences on rural
productivity were  the impact of remittances and the production of qat.
15 For example, Wadi Mawr, Wadi Surdud and  Wadi Zabid.
16  Between 1970 and 1988 the number of schools grew from 768 with 1,743 classrooms to 7,783
with 40,258 classrooms and the number of students increased from 65,526 to 1,300,698 (YARSYB
1971 and 1988)



1.3-Irrigation

Soil, although scarce, is fertile, and the main conditioning factor for

agriculture in Yemen has been the availability and distribution of water to

the fields. The farming calendar is influenced by the seasonal rainfall and

much care has been put into maintaining irrigation systems. These vary

from region to region  and can be   be grouped  in  categories described  as

rain fed irrigation,  spring irrigation, spate irrigation, traditional lift

irrigation and  motor pump  irrigation.

RAIN FED   IRRIGATION

Rain fed agriculture comprised  85% of the total of cultivated land in 1972

and 59% in 1988. In the highlands, terraces help to maintain and direct

rain and run-off water. Uncultivated areas are run-off surfaces, and by

opening ditches  the farmer diverts the water from these to the adjacent

cultivated fields. 

Rain, run-off and spring water is  often collected in natural or man-

made basins (ma'jil ). These appear in a variety of forms and treatments,

the most elaborate being made of hewn stone and rendered with lime

mortar as waterproofing.  Generally they consist of a basin made of

concentric large levels accessible by smaller  steps. Many have silt

chambers or pits, connected to the basin, to filter the surface flow. The

walls  may be perforated below surface level to collect subsurface run-off

water. They are often locally  said to be "himyari " but scholars do not

entirely agree as to  their  pre-Islamic  origins.  It will be seen later how

the ablution pools of mosques, named differently,  may have similar forms

and  perform  similar services.

In many cases these cisterns were not only used for irrigation but also

supplied  the domestic needs of the community and could be located in

the centre of settlements. Water for domestic use, however,  was generally

transported by donkeys or hand carried by women, sometimes for long

distances from the  source in the valley  to the  settlement  uphill.

Remains of  elaborate works  bringing water from springs and catchment

areas , with basins or wells at different levels and connecting underground

and surface ducts, were seen in Habur,  Sanhan, Ibb,  Dhi 'Ashra and

other parts of the country. The city of Sana'a was supplied  by systems of

this type, built on  the initiative of rulers, on the Persian qanat principle

and known locally as ghayl  (literally  spring or  running stream). The

oldest recorded was attributed to an Abbasid governor of Persian descent ,
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early in the ninth century and destroyed by the Tahirids  six centuries

later. Many were  used to irrigate the town's and the ruler's  orchards, but

some served domestic needs such as the ghayl Al Aswad, which  totally

ceased  active use during 1973.17

The tradition of building both the waterways and  cisterns is now lost.

Many have been abandoned or destroyed,  with their role as a water

supply being replaced by drilled wells operated by motor pumps. However,

in recent years, both the Central Government and the Local Development

Associations have been active in the building of reservoirs.18 These  have

no particular  design or construction characteristics,  usually being basins

set in natural  or excavated depressions of the ground and, at the most,

with a concrete wall lining.

SPATE IRRIGATION

Near the mouths of the wadis, in the Western and Southern Midlands,

earth barrages are erected every year as a means of diverting the flood to

canals distributed through the fields. In times of very heavy rain the

torrent might wash away the earth works and flood the downstream

fields. The precariousness of the retaining structures  represents  to a

certain extent  a safety device for critical water levels. These and similar

works have been much damaged by motor vehicles traversing the wadi

beds which in many areas  are the only accessible  vehicular route .

Under the Republic,  agricultural projects  in the lower wadis developed

spate irrigation methods, with the help of bulldozers to make larger and

more solid dams and canals. Government reports indicate an increase in

irrigated land of as much as 50% in some of these projects with new

irrigation networks averaging 50 kms of extension for each.19

Nevertheless, the percentage of cultivable land by spate irrigation has

proportionately  reduced  from 8% in 1972 to 6.4 % in 1988. 

Remains of  the   irrigation works that were part of Yemen's ancient

historical achievements abound  especially  in the  eastern slopes.

Impressive examples  are the  canals tunneling through the hills  of

Bainun   but especially  the Marib dam. This was  a barrier to control and

distribute the irregular floods that could very quickly  represent quantities

of water as large  as 1700 m3/sec.  The 500 m wide gap between the
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17 Serjeant & Lewcock :83,p. 19.
18YARMAF:89 reports 38 dams and reservoirs completed and  24  under construction in 1989.
19YARMAF:89.



Balaq Hills was barraged by a high wall and, at both ends,  massive

structures collected the water in "stilling basins"20 where its turbulence

was lost; thereafter it was channeled through large canals, leading  to the

oases  and stored  in basins with up to  15  closeable outlets. These

connected to a distribution network, which was successively subdivided so

that it came to cover a total area of almost 10 thousand hectares,  yielding

two crops a year. The distribution of water was  regulated  by law.

In 1984, with the financial help of  the Amir of Abu Dhabi, who claimed

descent from the Saba tribes, the construction of a new dam began near

the original  Marib structure. The dam, 40 meters high has a capacity of

400 million m3. The main irrigation network  is 53 kms long and serves

an area of 7000 ha.  Both the dam and the main network were completed

in 1986 and  the construction of a subsidiary system of canals, 88 kms

long,  was started in 1987.

SPRING  IRRIGATION

In the Central Highlands springs are the most important source of

irrigation of perennial crops, fruit trees and vegetables. They form

characteristic "green gardens" often with different crops in the same field.

As mentioned before, they may be connected to dug cisterns (ma'jil ) and

could incorporate  complex systems of water collection and conduction.

Paradoxically,  the introduction of modern metal  and  plastic piping  has

not been fully exploited to expand  irrigation areas. In fact spring irrigation

declined from 5% to less than 2% of the cultivable area. 

Some areas irrigated by springs are also facing a new threat in  that

their waters  are channeled to  augment the water supply of  nearby

major urban centres .

TRADITIONAL LIFT IRRIGATION

Wells dug at low depths were used to supplement shortages of surface

water, both in the lowlands and in the  central mountain plains. Steffen

points  out that "lift irrigation allowed the limited cultivation of more

demanding crops (e. g. grapes, coffee, vegetables) rather than the extension

of agricultural land use into marginal, arid zones ". 21.

Water was drawn out by men or by animals. In the highlands wells

were often designed with an adjacent long ramp which made the task

easier  - going down loaded, and up when emptied. Leather bags were the
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20Schmidt:88, p. 55 to 59.
21Steffen:78, p.I-37.



traditional containers. The proportion of wells for the irrigation of

cultivable land was never large22 and has diminished in favour of motor

pumps and drilled wells.

MOTOR PUMPS 

Since the mid  'seventies  motor pump  irrigation has developed to the

point of irrigating  9%  of the cultivated land in 1988.  In 1979  pumps

were used only in the Tihama and the Eastern Plateau.  The introduction

of money into  the farmers economy - mainly  emigrant remittances and

the cultivation of qat-  has  however stimulated  widespread  drilling  often

to  depths of more than 200 m. 

Indiscriminate boring is depleting aquifers and, in the Tihama,

subsurface water levels  are increasingly  infiltrated by  saline water.

Various programmes are being studied or nominally  implemented at

governmental level23 but in many areas critical levels have already been

reached.24

A major  consequence of pump irrigation is the  changed  pattern  of

agricultural land  use resulting in  the  present picture of terrace neglect.

It enabled agriculture to expand to  flat areas fit for mechanised methods,

which had never previously  been cultivated,  because of lack of water at

accessible levels  by manual means.   Better  returns could thus be

obtained   without  the effort required to built up and maintain a terrace

based, rainfed  agricultural  territory.25
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22In 1972 only 2% of the cultivable land was irrigated by drawn wells. 
23The actions programmed by the Government involve a wide range of applications going from
improving and increasing irrigation and potable water supply by the construction of dams and
reservoirs and controlled drilling, to nurseries (aiming at reforestation), seed improvement and pest
control stations , veterinary attendance, and the establishment of local distribution stores and a
Cooperative and Agricultural bank, to finance farmers and cooperative projects.See YARMAF:89.
24See YAR National Water and Sewerage Authority: "Reapraisal of Sana'a Water Resources", 1984;
also YARMAF. 
25Kopp:88.



Section 2 - Protecting  the territory

2.1 -Tribes

Tribes are the core of social organisation in Yemen. In pre-Islamic times

the major tribal groups of South Arabia coincided with the states that

developed in the lower wadis of the eastern and southern slopes26 and

which eventually expanded  to the Central Highland  plateaux. The

primitive tribal groups appear to have been based on  the acceptance  of

the same gods.  Admission to a tribe involved the adoption of its deities

and the obligation to participate in their rites.27

Two major types of tribes appear in pre-Islamic Yemen.28 Those of  the

Eastern Midlands, just refered to, placed great importance on blood ties,

and were based on parentage at least as much as on land ownership. They

had large populations living on relatively small  areas of intensively

irrigated agricultural land. They also had sizeable towns and a statal

system .The Highland  tribes  by comparison were small agricultural

communities, with a  smaller population controlling a vast, albeit mostly

arid, territory. Tribal affiliation was  based solely on land ownership.

Federations and confederations linked these communities and were

similarly  based on  the possession  of land.29

The disarticulation of the South Arabian states following the shift of the

incense road to the sea, offered a new role for  both the highland and the

desert nomad tribes. With the Islamic conquest the penetration of the

latter imposed a conception of the tribal system based on common

descendance from an eponymous  ancestor.30

The  genealogists of the desert tribes,  adding to the glory of having the

Prophet issuing from their families, made  themselves  descend  from

Adam, through  his son Adnan. Autochthonous genealogists,  in turn,

emphasised  the greatness of the   Yemeni past and found in Qahtan,

Adnan's brother, the common ancestor for the mountain tribes. Thus, for

instance, the Hashid and Bakil, the two most important confederations of

the Highlands, have , since pre-Islamic times,  been the two halves of a

larger entity called Hamdan, and a  genealogy was  accordingly elaborated

in  which Hashid and Bakil were the sons of Hamdan, who, in turn,
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26Ma'in (Wadi Jawf), Saba (Wadi Adhana), Qataban (Wadi  Bayhan), Awsan (Wadi Markha) and
Hadhramawt, at the wadi of the same name. 
27Robin:88 says that " as the covenant was sealed among the tribes, it was put in practice by
common worship. Thus the sanctuaries of all tribes had to be equally accessible..."
28Robin:82.
29Robin:82, Dresh:84.
30Robin:82.



descended from Qahtan.31

The nomad tribes have remained  on  the Eastern slopes, and

maintained their characteristic fierce independence and pastoralism. A

number of them, however, became sedentary and found a fairly important

connecting role with the  tribes of the Central Highlands.32

A parental type  of explanation for the origin of Yemeni tribes, unlikely

as it may be for those of the Highlands, gave the tribes of Upper Yemen33

the means of maintaining the stability they still evince. Only small

territorial variations  have occurred since the early Islamic times, caused

by alliance rather than conquest.34

In the Lower Yemen, below the Sumara pass, tribal organization has

not the same strong appearance.35There, the establishment of the

Himyarite state favoured the formation of small fiefs, ruled by aristocratic

families with a seat near  the central power,  with land worked  by

peasant sharecroppers. The ensuing rulers (the Ayyubids, and particularly

the Rasulids) continued and refined the feudal system creating an efficient

direct administration  where civil servants  replaced the tribal chiefs in the

representation of their subjects to the sovereign.  Unlike  Upper Yemen

there was no sharp social distinction between peasants and service

providers. 

The principle of land ownership, essential to a tribesman in the Highlands,

carries with it  the guarantee of food self sufficiency establishing  the

tribe's autonomy. Hence the historic emphasis on staple crops  such as

cereals. On the other hand, land tenure is fairly equitable, land  being

seldom owned in disproportionately larger shares than that of  other

tribesmen.36

The tribal system, as  at present developed, is basically that of pre-Islamic

times: a  hierarchy of structured groups, composed by sections and

subsections and ruled by a leader commonly designated shaykh, who is

both a civilian and military chief and the dispenser of  justice according to

the customary tribal  law ('urf ) . The levels of  group division do not
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31Dresh:84.
32Gochenour: 84.
33"Upper Yemen " and " Lower  Yemen" are designations frequently used by  social scientists  and
historians. Applied to North Yemen, they  emphasise  the identification of natural characteristics
with the social and tribal structure of the country. The separation between the two zones is made
roughly at the Sumara pass, in the region of Ibb. 
34Robin:82 Dresh: 84. 
35Stookey:78, p. 50, states that "there is no organized tribal system and traditional genealogy."
36Dresh:84; Gourchenour:84.



necessarily have a specific name and are often referred to as fractions of

the whole. Swagman37illustrated the physical dimension of these

segments in the area he researched: thus a subsection might cover 20 to

25 km2 with 10 or 20 villages; a section would comprise 4 or 5

subsections, with five to ten thousand inhabitants extending over an area

around 100 km2; and a tribe with  a number of sections,  comprising  a

total of thirty to forty thousand  members , would spread over several

hundred km2.

The leaders of federations are often called shaykh al-mashayikh (the

shaykh of shaykhs) and those of confederations as shaykh al-daman,

implying the notion of responsibility toward his tribesmen warranting

their obedience on the battlefield and in times of peace.38 The leaders are

normally elected,  the autonomy of the shaykh usually being  checked by a

council of elders.39 Although the position can be hereditary, it can always

legitimately  be challenged if the tribesmen withdraw their confidence. 

Tribesmen are considered to be socially equal. The tribal code reflects

values based on bravery (muruwwa )  and honour (sharaf ), involving the

notion of  territorial inviolability,  meaning  the right to close and the duty

to defend and keep the peace within its borders, the tribe being

answerable for whatever happens.40 It is the tribesman's (qabili ) right and

privilege to carry weapons (namely the curved dagger janbyia ); it is his

obligation to offer protection (jiwar ) to  the "weak people" (da'yf ) who do

not carry them.  This includes women and children and  people of other

religions  together with servants, service providers, most craftsmen and

shopkeepers (muzayyin ).41

But if  the occupations practiced by the muzayyin  are not acceptable to

the tribesmen and involve a rigorous social segregation, the same   does

not apply to  those directly related to building. In North  Yemen tribesmen

are builders as much as they are farmers and warriors.42 This may help to

explain why it is not dishonorable for a tribesman to emigrate and work in

the construction industry.
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37Swagman:88, p. 95.
38Obermeyer:82.
39Dostal:88.
40Dresh:84.
41For example, barber, butcher, bleeder, executioner, bath attendant, inn-keeper, potter, tanner,
weaver, water-worker, public crier, bayya' (sellers in general such as grocer, coffee seller) See
Rathjens, Bornstein, Dostal, Chelhod, Glaser and Al-Attar, quoted by Stevenson:85, p. 94. In Sana'a
and other areas the muzayyin correspond to  the Bani Khums, who have no tribal status but  are
enabled to own land and carry a dagger; and the akhdam, who cannot own land or carry arms at all
and take the lower services, such as street sweepers. See Dostal: 83,  p. 254.
42Dostal:88,p. 365, points out that in the Hadhramawt some professions related to construction -
brick layer, mason - rank socially lower than other professions seen in Upper Yemen as the realm of
the muzayyin.



The tribes are also responsible for the protection of a distinct class having

a high status, the sayyid, who consider themselves Hashimi or Adnani.43

They are the descendants of the group of Alids that came with the first

Imam, serving as mediators, under the  shari'a, and  performing  functions

such as  religious teachers, scribes and astronomers. They were

considered to be endowed with barakah (blessing) from the Prophet,

through Ali, and  were often believed  to have healing powers.  They were

invited to settle in tribal areas and, in return for their services,  given

enough land for their needs. They carried weapons but would  not become

involved in tribal conflicts. 

The lands and persons of the sayyid, their families and visitors were

protected by the tribe's honour through  the ancient institution of hijra,

associated with places of mediation where  "the infliction of bodily harm is

strictly forbidden".44 A similar notion,  haram,45 was applied to the places

in tribal territory where the shaykhs were elected and  markets held.

Markets  were  frequently  places where grievances were presented and

public  reparations made. 

The pattern of settlement in  the tribal areas corresponds to a segmental

organization and is to some extent identified with the hierarchy of

leadership. However,  there are no dominant characteristics indicating the

seat of a larger association - federation or confederation -  of tribes.

Hamlets (mahall ) and villages (qaryia ),  generally with populations  no

larger than a few hundred people,  are the basic  settlements of the tribal

structure.  In some regions the village may comprise several hamlets, but

the distinction between qaryia and mahall is not necessarily based on

size but on its tribal characteristics and the identification of the village

chief with the tribal leader.46

The administrative division issued from the central government since

the first Turkish occupation tends to correspond with  the tribal territorial

boundaries, although the government representative does not necessarily

correspond to  the local shaykh.

The role and characteristics of the tribal system in the country that

emerged from the Civil War were bound to undergo  profound changes. On
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43 Obermeyer:82.

44Dostal:88, p. 355.
45See Serjeant & Lewcock:83, p. 39.
46According to Dostal:88, qaryia is a settlement composed of various subsections of the same
kinship, headed by a shaykh chosen from among the elders of the subsections. A settlement
composed only by one subsection of the same kinship is under the 'ayn, (or 'aqil) who, because he is
the eldest, has the right to decide alone.



one hand, although  the tribes sided with both the Royalist and the

Republican forces, they have accepted the Republican government.

Although tending to assert their autonomy in cases of grievance against

the government and in the resolution of their internal problems, they

supported  attempts to solve national problems, notwithstanding the fact

that they have also  regularly been  used by Yemen's northern neighbour

as a means to  pressurise the government. The integration of tribesmen in

the regular armed forces and in parliamentary representation is seen as

rallying their representativeness to  national political and social unity. On

the other hand, the remittances from the many  emigrants to Saudi Arabia

and the Gulf  established a large cash flow and consequently the

availability of machinery and  convenience goods involving the tribesmen

in a new entrepreneurial process. The dilution of the social differences

between tribesmen and the service providers is a side effect: tribesmen

now sell in the market; and former low status, landless people (e.g. the

Bani Khums) can now purchase and own land.

2.2-Land   tenure and  protection

Agricultural land in North Yemen  is of  two main types :  numerous  small

landowners farming their own land47 or  large land holdings belonging to a

few  landowners and worked by sharecroppers. The geographic

distribution reflects tendencies indicated by other components . Thus,  the

Zaydi area of influence, in Upper Yemen,  coincided with the strong and

long established tribal system. In the Tihama and Lower Yemen, where

Sha'fi dominated,   tribal affiliation might  be part of the individual  claim

for status but  class stratification resulted from  the  feudal differentiation

between possessing the land and working it.

Besides privately owned land (milk ), which accounts for more than 70% of

the total agricultural land, other categories exist: communal foraging

grounds (himi ), open to all the members of a tribe or community; state

owned land (miri ), a very small percentage, most of it fulfilling similar

functions; and land deeded to the mosques (waqf)  which is  administered

by the religious authority and  represented by a government  ministry

(Ministry of Awqaf  ). Waqf land is estimated at being 15 % to 20% of the

total land area  and is sharecropped or farmed by community volunteers.

The use of land and access to water are  major concerns and consequently
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47Subsistence farmers tend to have their property scattered in small parcels over a large area, rather  than  in
consolidated holdings. Supposedly  this is to minimize risks and also a consequence of the fragmentation that
comes from inheritances distributed among various beneficiaries . See Varisco, p. 70.



regulated by  customary and Islamic laws and principles   such  as that

water is essentially an ownerless source  and a right that all Muslims

share; that water rights are attached to land rights and cannot be

alienated; and that most water sources are protected by an easement

(harim ) by which  nothing shall   divert or defile its flow. Similarly no

obstacles may be raised to access to shared water sources or to  its

passage along a common channel. Spring  water flow is shared by farmers

whose lands are nearby,  through  a system of cyclical turns. which can be

yielded  up or rented but not alienated.48

In the Highlands run-off water is often directed to the fields by lines of

stones along the slopes. These may  become permanent walls to

discourage  displacement to other than the intended fields. 

Property boundaries of both land parcels and water lines may, in this

way, be represented  by  loose stone  walls  extending over  long distances.

In the Central Highland plains  the orchards are often divided by fairly

high walls in stone or earth. 
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The protection of the fields is further ensured by guard houses (dayma ),

which are particularly evident in the case of valuable crops like qat. There

are  regional variations  in form and materials, but at their simplest they

are  but one room stone or mud huts. Very often they are  integrated into

the terraces,  appearing   as an opening in the middle or at the ends of the

retaining walls. Expanded forms may have two storeys, the top accessible

by an external ladder and being the guard room proper, with the lower

floor used for storage. Elaborate  forms have an internal stair and become

a close  approximation to the watch towers of the more vulnerable plains

in the Central, Eastern and Southeastern mountains. 

Watchtowers (nawba )  fulfill a function of surveillance and protection for

settlements in areas frequently subject to raiders and doubling as storage

spaces in calmer times. Characteristically they  feature one or more

machicolations, shooting holes in the walls   and roof parapets and,

occasionally, spouts for pouring  out hot oil. Internally, compartments are

distributed around a central stair for two or three storeys. Sometimes

adjoining roofless animal pens have been built, suggestiong occasional

occupation by shephers or nomads. 

As the embryonic form of a recurring mountain house type, watch

towers occur as isolated structures and  in clusters detached from the

settlements. They may however become part of the settlement itself and be

transformed into permanent dwellings. The use of the building for

domestic purposes may be evinced by the elimination of defensive devices

and the multiplication of decorative features.
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